DAISY WARRANTY

PROOF OF PURCHASE

Your Daisy pool cover and roller come fully warranted.
For your personal records, fill in the proof of purchase information below.
Date Purchased:
(DD.MM.YYYY)
Purchased From:
(Store Name, Suburb, State)
Promotional Code:
(eg; CR2015)

3 years

S4 Series 4 (300um) UltraDomeTM

4 years

S5 Series 5 (400um) UltraDomeTM

5 years

S8 Series 8 (500um) UltraDome

8 years

ThermoTech 3mm Foam

8 years

TM

Extended warranty up to
10 years when installed
by a Daisy expert
The average life of a Series 8 pool cover is eight
years. When installed and used correctly, your
Daisy will last a lot longer. To ensure you are getting
the most of out of your Daisy, we will offer you an
extended pro-rata warranty of up to 10 years if your
Daisy is installed by a Daisy Expert. Please contact
your local pool retailer to arrange for your Daisy to be
installed properly by a professional.

NOTE: This warranty is not redeemable for
cash, only as a discount on a replacement
cover purchase.

Register Your Warranty Online
Because your Daisy can last for so many years,
register your warranty online at Daisy. We’ll keep
all your details safe for you so you don’t have to!
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S3 Series 3 (200um) UltraDomeTM
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Daisy Pool Cover
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Pro-rata
Warranty Cover

This is a pro-rata month by month warranty. This means
that Daisy pays for the amount of time that you do
not achieve from your pool cover, up to the maximum
warranty period. It also means that you must pay for the
period of time during which you have used the product.
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We rarely get a warranty claim but just in case anything
goes wrong we’re here to help you. All Daisy products
come with a pro-rata warranty which covers the
purchaser for defective material or workmanship on a
pro rata basis as set out below. The manufacturer will
repair or replace the product upon inspection or photo
image. Daisy reserves the right to refuse repeat claims
of the same damage.

1. The purchaser fails to comply with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.
2. Exposes the cover rolled or folded to the sun.
3. Subjects the cover to conditions, which result in tears,
cuts or damage.
4. Stores the cover at a temperature above 45 degrees
Celsius.
5. Stores the cover in other than complete shade.
6. Allows the chlorine levels to be maintained at a higher
than normal level.
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CONDITIONS: The warranty may be void if:
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At Daisy, we stand by
our quality product and
we mean it!

QUALI TY

.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
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DAISY CARE AND
WARRANTY
INFORMATION
Thank you for purchasing a Daisy pool cover!
We hope you love your Daisy as much as we do.

Two easy steps:
1.

Scan your purchase receipt. Ensure the date
of purchase is clearly visible.

2.

Go to our website, and click on Warranty
Registration. Fill in the details and send!

Please staple your purchase receipt to this page.
Register online now @ www.daisypoolcovers.com.au

AUSTRALIA’S FAV URITE.
Highest quality I Best technology I Excellent service

Register your warranty online now @ www.daisypoolcovers.com.au and we’ll keep your details for you.
1300 55 18 11 • sales@daisypoolcovers.com.au     

Register your warranty online now @ www.daisypoolcovers.com.au and we’ll keep your details for you.
1300 55 18 11 • sales@daisypoolcovers.com.au     

DAISY PRODUCT INFORMATION

DAISY CARE

CARING FOR YOUR DAISY

Without proper care ANY pool cover can be ruined in less than HALF of its predicted life span. 95% of all warranty
claims are not caused by product failure, but by owner misuse such as: leaving a cover rolled up out in the direct
sunlight while off the pool; and having excess chlorine in the pool - either a little too high over a prolonged period or a
lot too high over a very short period. Owner misuse such as these may VOID YOUR WARRANTY.

Getting the maximum life from
your Daisy pool cover or roller
Daisy over-cover used when
cover not on the pool.
Once installed, your cover and roller are easy to move away.

AWARD WINNING
ULTRADOME TM
Daisy quality. Built to last
• Trademarked technology
• Max heat retention
• Eliminates 97% evaporation

1. Lay the cover bubble side to the water.

Only Daisy pool covers utilise the trademarked and
award-winning UltraDomeTM technology to deliver
maximum durability, heating and heat-retention and value.
Our unique moulding technique enables the
polyethylene (PE) bubble layer to be formed in a profile
that is consistent in thickness for greater strength,
insulation and minimised water loss. All Daisy covers
use category 4 LDPE (low-density PE) which means
they are all recyclable.
Maximum solar warmth penetrates lighter cover
material to warm the pool water - not the cover
Outer Layer
-1/3rd total material
UltraDome3 Bubble
-2/3rd total material

Three easy steps for installing
your pool cover

Insulating
air layers

Heated Pool
Water

2. Flatten out all air bubbles so that the cover sits
relatively flat on the water.
3. Using your pool as a template, take a pair of ordinary
household scissors (the sharper the better!), and with
someone holding the cover in position, cut the edge
of the cover so that it sits flat on the water with 50
-75mm rising up the side of the pool - not necessary
to the top edge of the pool.
If preferred, you can:
a) Cut the cover back to waterline however wait two to
three weeks after initial cut for it to settle down.
b) Cut two vertical slits in the cover upturn, either side
of your skimmer box, fold the flap you have created
into the skimmer box, therefore allowing you to hose
debris off the top of the cover into the skimmer box.
Your Daisy cover is delivered with an ample margin
for trim. In some cases the excess is sufficient for
secondary use and left for you to use as you see fit.
WARNING: Solar pool covers are not safety
covers. They are not designed to support people.
Do not swim under the cover.

Efficient insulation maximises
heat retention and eliminates 97% of evaporation

Register your warranty online now @ www.daisypoolcovers.com.au and we’ll keep your details for you.

1. Maintain correct chlorine levels and test your
water regularly.
• Keep chlorine levels less than 3ppm. Your cover
will deteriorate quicker when you have excessive
chlorine as it is a corrosive agent and creates
wear on the cover.
•

Please do not assume that your salt-water
chlorinator can control chlorine levels in
your water.

2. When super chlorinating, ensure that you take
the cover off.
• Leave the cover off for 48 hours to allow your
chlorine level to return to normal.
3. Do not leave the cover folded or rolled up in
the sun.
• Store the pool cover in a completely covered
environment; in full shade and not under shade
cloth. The sun and heat will cause corrosive
wear and will cause the cover to be damaged in
strips across the cover resulting in delamination,
and in extreme cases overheating on the roller
can cause the material to become molten and
weld onto itself.
4. Hose thoroughly before storing your cover for
long periods of time.
• Wash the pool cover on both sides with fresh
water to remove any pool chemicals to eliminate
the possibility of chlorine residue from burning
the cover.
•

This does not apply if you are replacing the cover
within 24 hours.

5. Always use your Daisy over-cover whenever
your cover is on the roller.
• Every roller is supplied with a free white Daisy
over-cover.
•

Whenever your cover is rolled up on the roller
ensure the over-cover is in place.

•

Protect the pool cover with only recommended
over-covers. You can store your cover on the
roller with your white Daisy over-cover in place
in direct sunlight; serviceable Daisy over-covers
block the sun. Tarpaulins or anything other
materials will reflect the sun’s rays or
absorb them.

Care Tips
Whenever the cover is rolled up on the roller,
ensure the over-cover is in place.
2. Use the white over-cover EVERY TIME you
store your pool cover on the roller. Even if the
swim is only for 10 minutes, the over-cover
must be in place as this is enough time to
damage the pool cover.
3. Roll your cover over the top of your roller.
Locate the roller at the opposite end of any
extended areas (ie; steps/ swim outs) and fold
over to roll up. See below.
4. When recovering your pool cover onto the
roller ensure it rolls up evenly! Also ensure the
over-cover is used every time.
5. Fold in any flaps or step areas on the cover
before rolling it up. This will ensure that you
don’t put excessive force on the cover and
allows it to move easily.
6. When laying the cover back onto the pool,
roll the cover out slightly, fold one corner over
onto itself to create a bow effect, then pick
up the other corner and walk slowly down the
side of your pool.
7. To prevent damage to your cover, do not drag
the cover over abrasive pool decking or any
sharp surfaces.
8. Excessive temperatures can damage your
cover. Ensure your pool does not reach
excessive temperatures.
9. Most dirt and debris can be hosed or swept
into your skimmer box. If you have a large
amount of debris on top of your cover, a
broom or brush can be used to sweep it into
a pile for removal. Water and a soft brush are
all that is required to remove heavier grime.
10. If a storm is imminent, roll up the cover and
store it safely.
11. Do not sit or step on your roller. If the tube
gets bent, it cannot be repaired.
12. When using your roller, ensure that the brakes
on the castors are locked.
1.

Roller & Tube

1300 55 18 11 • sales@daisypoolcovers.com.au

Folded flap
to roll up
Pool blanket

    

